
THE FABRIC

The choice of the fabric of the parasol cannot be only an expression of the aesthetic taste alone but must always take
into account the conditions of use of the fabric itself.

Thanks to our consolidated experience in the market we have carried out a careful selection of colors and fabrics that 
represents the perfect synthesis between design, performance and technological research, which will guide you in 
choosing the fabric that is most suitable for your needs.

A collection of more of 83 colors divided into 6 color ranges::  

 ▪ NOIRS/GREYS
 ▪ WHITES/BEIGES
 ▪ DESERT
 ▪ VOLCANO
 ▪ FOREST
 ▪ OCEAN

Mixed into 4 technical categories of fabrics:

 ▪ ENTRY
 ▪ DESIGN
 ▪ DESIGN + PERFORMANCE
 ▪ TECHNOLOGY

COLOR COLLECTION
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WHITE MANGANESE
WOOD
Available only for Professional, 
Decentrato, Swing

RAL SELECTION
Available RAL selection to match 
frame and canvas

The colors shown in this color collection are purely indicative as the perception of color in the printing phase undergoes significant changes compared to the 
original color. Therefore, the choice of color should be confirmed only and exclusively after viewing the physical color chart at Gaggio retailers.

Professional, Flash, Maxipro, 
Decentrato, Pensile, Swing, 
Venezia

100% mass-dyed acrylic,nautical resined,
waterproof, dirt-resistant.

 Availability

Technical details

Material

NOIRS/GREYS

WHITES/BEIGES

DESERT

VOLCANO

FOREST

OCEAN

Color collection

Frame Color Collection

Nautical Resined

Design +
Performance

Entry

Yarn-Dyed

Professional, Flash,
Maxipro, Decentrato,
Pensile, Swing, Venezia  

100% yarn-dyed acrylic with 
water repellent treatment.

Professional, Flash, Maxipro, 
Decentrato, Pensile, Swing,
Venezia

100% mass-dyed acrylic with 
water-repellent, dirt-resistant.

Mass-Dyed

Design

COLOR COLLECTION
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Color fastness to UV rays - Excellent UPF 50+

Water column - water repellent > 370 mm

Water column - waterproof > 1000 mm

UV resistant - Optimal protection from direct 
ultraviolet rays

Weight of the canvas - Grams per Square Meter

Totally waterproof fabric

Professional, Flash,
Maxipro, Decentrato,
Pensile, Swing, Venezia

100% flame-retardant mass-dyed 
polyester, water-repellent and 
resistant to dirt. Certifications and 
tests: BS1D0, M1, B1, C1.

Fireproof Mass-Dyed

Technology

100% PVC, lacquered on both 
sides, waterproof and heat-sealed, 
easy to handle, resistant to dirt, 
permanent fireproof.

Golia, Maxipro, Venezia 

PVC Blackout

Golia

100% mass-dyed polyester, 
high tenacity, waterproof and 
resistant to dirt.

Nautical Resined 
High Tenacity

Golia, Maxipro, Venezia

100% PVC, lacquered on both sides, 
waterproof and heat-sealed, easy to 
handle, resistant to dirt, permanent 
fireproof.

PVC


